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BENDIX® GC™ SPIN-ON AIR DRYER CARTRIDGE

A Superior Performance, High-Value Cartridge
For years the aftermarket has been waiting for a low-cost and highly reliable spin-on air dryer cartridge. Today, 
the wait is over. Introducing the new Bendix® GC™, an environmentally friendly spin-on air dryer cartridge.

Short for “Green Cartridge,” the GC’s bright green casing isn’t the only thing that sets it apart in the 
marketplace – what’s inside does as well. The eco-friendly GC is not some private label brand with a Bendix 
sticker. It was designed, built and tested right here at Bendix. And since we created it, you can rest assured 
the GC has the quality and reliability you’ve come to expect from a genuine Bendix® product.

Not All Desiccants Are Created Equal
Desiccant inside a truck’s air dyer takes a serious beating. Consider all that it has to endure – wet, hot, pressurized air cycling through 
the cartridge thousands of times per year. Add to that the constant vibration from highway driving and contamination from oil aerosols 
passed by the truck’s compressor. That’s a lot to demand! These harsh conditions are why every GC uses a proprietary mix of high-
quality, new “OE”-grade desiccant, combined with desiccant remanufactured by Bendix

Bendix Remanufactured Desiccant
The Bendix remanufacturing process starts by diverting used desiccant from the landfill. We then reprocess the material until it achieves 
a performance range close to that of brand new desiccant. Next, we mix in a new, premium-grade desiccant with a long history of 
superior performance in trucking applications. The final output not only has an increased resistance to wet abrasion, but also provides 
a more stable performance over the entire life of the cartridge. What's more, testing shows the reman desiccant in the Bendix GC out 
performs most of the desiccants found in a typical “value” cartridge.  

Bendix Part # Description

5008414GC Bendix GC Air Dryer Cartridge

Is the GC for Me?
The GC cartridge is designed to replace standard air dryer cartridges on older vehicles. It's NOT intended to replace an oil-coalescing 
cartridge.  In addition, the GC is not a substitute for Bendix “OE-Grade” replacement cartridges for vehicles still covered under a 
factory warranty. 

What Does It All Mean?
The Bendix GC cartridge provides two significant advantages:

1.  Our blend of new “OE Grade” and reman desiccant delivers maximum protection from moisture in the braking system for the
entire life of the cartridge; and

2.  It helps prevent brake system failures due to desiccant powdering. An air system contaminated with desiccant powder may
require extensive repairs which is very costly to your fleet in both dollars and downtime.

If high-quality and value is what you’re looking for in a replacement spin-on cartridge, then look no further than the Bendix 
GC. To find out more, talk to your Bendix representative, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725), or visit bendix.com today.
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The performance you need, the value you want. 
What else would you expect from Bendix?
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